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Chapter 1 : Class of celebrates percent match success rate at Match Day Â« News
Wayne State University School of Medicine student Arif Musa surveyed 69 spine surgeons from the organization AO
Spine North America, sending them an anonymous survey online to capture their views. "I learned that percent did not
assess pre-operative anxiety formally.

Class of celebrates More photos are available here. In addition, 43, individuals registered as Match applicants
this year. I love the patients. I love the city. Students were informed via email March 13 whether they matched
with one of their preferred residencies following interviews that began in late The physicians-in-training will
receive their medical degrees in June, and start residencies in July throughout the United States. It will mark
the first day of the rest of your life as the physician you will be. It will be our privilege to call you colleagues.
Minutes before the countdown to noon, envelopes were placed in the hands of the senior student match
participants in the Class of , waiting somewhat patiently as part of the 19, allopathic M. You are more than
just competent. The increase is great news for a state with a projected physician shortage, as studies show that
residents who train in Michigan often remain here for the majority of their careers. Forty-nine students
matched with their soon-to-be alma mater, with eight earning residencies in the programs solely-sponsored by
the WSU School of Medicine, and 45 spots in programs co-sponsored by the School of Medicine and the
Detroit Medical Center. WSU students are also headed to Michigan-based programs at St. They are moving to
Milwaukee, but both hope to return to Detroit in the future. She will enter a Pediatrics residency and he will
enter a General Surgery residency, at the Medical College of Wisconsin. Internal Medicine residencies were
the most popular clinical discipline at WSU this year, with 49 students entering the specialty. Another 36
students will enter an Emergency Medicine program, 28 will enter Family Medicine and 20 will enter
Pediatrics. Nineteen students will participate in a transitional year before beginning their specialty training.
Before the matches were revealed, several awards honoring students and faculty were announced. The awards
list included: Medical Alumni Senior Scholarship Award: Esther Chae Voluntary Faculty Awards:
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Chapter 2 : Student Affairs - Wayne State University
Friday's Match Day celebration for the Wayne State University School of Medicine Class of , held in the MGM Grand
Detroit ballroom, marked the arduous work of at least the last four years, resulting in a percent residency match rate for
the Class of

Medicine Match Day Envelopes hold future for MSU College of Human Medicine Students The tension in
the banquet room was palpable as fourth-year MSU College of Human Medicine students waited until high
noon on Match Day, the precise moment when they could tear open envelopes and learn where they would
spend the next three to five years. Yet Jana and Lara Baatenburg were remarkably relaxed. Unlike nearly
everyone else in the room, the identical twins already knew where they will go for their residencies, the last
years of their medical education. Usually, tradition and the rules dictate that the residency placement for each
fourth-year student shall remain secret until noon on Match Day, which was March 18 this year. Last fall, they
had applied to the programs. Many had traveled across the country for interviews. The students then had
submitted their lists of residency programs in preferred order. The residency programs, meanwhile, had
submitted their own lists of students they would welcome. A computer algorithm operated by the nonprofit
National Resident Matching Program had compared the lists and assigned each student to a residency. Both
are half marathon runners, and both help coach the track and field team at Unity Christian High School, their
alma mater in nearby Hudsonville. Cheers erupted followed by hugs, high fives and some tears of joy.
Students circulated around the room, congratulating and asking classmates where they would be heading.
Some indicated their destinations by pinning their photos to a United States map. Kurt Ashack and Laura
Haley hugged. Match Day could have sent them to opposite corners of the country, which would have been
most inconvenient, since they plan to be married in May, a week after graduation. Eighty-one fourth-year
students or Seventy-eight Spartan MDs, or Of graduates who will remain in the state of Michigan for training
in , The top seven specialty placements in rank order by percentage are listed below. Pediatrics 30 graduates,
Chapter 3 : Fellowship Match List | School of Medicine | West Virginia University
Wayne has a pretty solid match list too. Also - do not overlook the benefits of doing your clinicals at the DMC. It will give
you a very large variety of patients and I doubt UMAA hospitals will have the same kind of diversity.

Chapter 4 : match list | St. Georges University School of Medicine
Class of Residency Match List. Gruhl, Robert Wayne State University SOMâ€•MI Otolaryngology Jensen, Will Ohio
State University Med Ctr Internal Medicine.

Chapter 5 : Wayne State University
The Wayne State University School of Medicine Class of medical students will learn the site of their upcoming residency
training at the jubilant annual Match Day ceremony.

Chapter 6 : Graduate Medical Education - Wayne State University
The mission of the Office of Student Affairs is to provide students with a welcoming environment, timely and accurate
advising, programs designed to enhance student well-being, and major school events to celebrate the milestones of
your medical school car.

Chapter 7 : Newly admitted students - Admissions - Wayne State University
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At Wayne State University, we believe that graduate medical education encompasses more than these few years of
training. The WSU School of Medicine is committed to educating graduate residents and fellows who are properly
prepared to be effective practiti.

Chapter 8 : Wayne State | School of Medicine
On Friday, March 17, members of the Class of learned where they will be training as residents. View photos from Match
Day on the OUWB Facebook page.

Chapter 9 : Records and Registration - Wayne State University
A village made by and for the people it will serve is rising on Detroit's west side â€” and the Wayne State University
School of Medicine is playing a pivotal role in its development.
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